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SPRI CONTINUES TO LEAD THE WAY
• Top-Selling Accessory Brand for eight consecutive years! Voted on by Specialty Fitness Retailers across the U.S. as reported in SNEWS Fitness Magazine.
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THE ORIGINAL 
XERTUBE® 

• Multiple applications.  
For muscle isolation, integrated 
strength training, high-energy sports 
conditioning, and rehabilitation.

• Portable and lightweight.  
For group training, personal training,  
and interval training, and for home 
use on those days when clients can’t 
make it to the gym.

• Non-gravity dependent.  
Move in any direction, through any 
plane of movement.

• Available in increased 
resistances.  
Beginners get the right amount of 
resistance to ensure proper form, 
while more advanced exercisers  
can perform more dynamic  
integrated strength moves with  
higher resistances.

RUBBER 
RESISTANCE
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ITEM# COLOR RESISTANCE

UT-VL Very Light

UT-L Light

UT-M Medium

UT-H Heavy

UT-UHP Ultra Heavy

THE ORIGINAL XERTUBE®

The workout tool you can use anywhere, anytime. The patented Xertube isolates targeted 
muscle groups and allows for a full range of motion. This versatile tool is perfect for group 
exercise, personal training, and traveling, and the progressive resistance levels make it 

ITEM# COLOR RESIST. LENGTH

XT-VL Very Light 44"

XT-L Light 44"

XT-M Medium 50"

XT-H Heavy 53"

XT-UHP Ultra Heavy 53"

Yellow is the baseline.

VERY LIGHT

Green: 50% more resistance than Yellow.

LIGHT

Red: 40% more resistance than Green.

MEDIUM

Blue: 42% more resistance than Red.

HEAVY

Purple: 20% more resistance than Blue.

ULTRA HEAVY

TUBING COLOR-CODED 
RESISTANCE LEVELS

Tests show the following 
resistance comparisons using  
an elongation of 1 1/2 times  
resting length. 

DOOR ATTACHMENT
Turn your door into a home gym!  
This versatile attachment increases 
your exercise options with the 
Xertube®. Excellent chest, back,  
and shoulder training tool. 
ITEM# 07-70581  

ULTRA TONER™

single-arm and double-arm exercises for 
total upper-body conditioning. The Ultra 
Toner comes in 5 resistance levels to give 
you the results you’re looking for. 
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ITEM# COLOR RESISTANCE

07-70170 Very Light

07-70171 Light

07-70172 Medium

07-70173 Heavy

BRAIDED LATERAL RESISTOR
The Lateral Resistor incorporates the SPRI® Braided Tubing Technology, making the Lateral Resistor 

and ideal for the development of dynamic lower-body quickness and reaction.

BRAIDED TUBING

While researching ways to improve 
rubber resistance tubing, SPRI 
discovered that four is better than 
one — four tubes, that is. SPRI’s 
unique braided tubing harnesses the 
strength of a dependable, time-
tested, rope-like construction that 
weaves four high-quality dipped 
tubes together into a taut, braided 

BRAIDED TUBING BENEFITS:
• Built to last. Engineered 

most rigorous training environments.
• Safe to use. Patented four-hole 

connector guards against 
breakage and snap-backs.

• Increased resistance. Each 
color-coded resistance level 
provides a slight increase in  
the amount of resistance 
compared to the same color of 
single tubing. 

• Use anywhere. Can be used 
outdoors, even for demanding  
boot camps.

• Step on it! Or anchor it to club 
exercise machines, wrap it around a 
park bench, position it securely 
around your midsection, loop it 
around your leg — the applications 
are endless.

BRAIDED XERTUBE®

 
of the original SPRI Xertube and then some.  
The upgraded handle not only provides  
comfort, but also allows all four tubes to come 
through the connector independently, making  
the Braided Xertube durable enough for any  
training environment. 

ITEM# COLOR LEVEL RESISTANCE 

SC-1 1 Very Light

SC-2 2 Light

SC-3 3 Medium

SC-4 4 Heavy

SC-5 5 Ultra Heavy

STEEL TUBING TREE 
Compact, upright racks are ideal for storing a variety of tubing  
and other rubber resistance products. 62"H x 24"W x 24"D.  
Assembly required. Products shown not included.

ITEM# RACK-TUBE  

XERGYM® BAR
Get a full-body workout with the Xergym Bar! Stand on the tubing for standard exercises like 
curls, shoulder presses, and squats. To change resistance levels, simply roll up the tubing 
around the bar, change the resistance of the Xertube being used, or do a combination of both! 
The Xergym Bar works with The Original Xertube® by simply placing the handles of the tube 
inside the bar and securing the end caps. The 32" bar comes apart for easy travel and storage. 
Xertubes® sold separately.
ITEM# 07-70150  
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XERTUBE® WITH SLEEVE
Get the same features and high-quality 
construction you depend on from the 
SPRI Original Xertube, plus a protective 
34" rubber sleeve. Ideal for carpeted or 
rough surfaces. All Xertubes with Sleeves 
come with hard handles.  

ITEM# COLOR RESIST. LEN.

07-70131 Very Light 44"

07-70132 Light 44"

07-70133 Medium 50"

07-70134 Heavy 53"

07-70135 Ultra Heavy 53"

XERING® 
The Xering shapes the legs and improves 
overall lower-body muscle tone. Features 
two rubber grips for added comfort.  

ITEM# COLOR RESISTANCE

AR-VL Very Light

AR-L Light

AR-M Medium

AR-H Heavy

AR-UHP Ultra Heavy

ITEM# COLOR RESISTANCE

XRC-VL Very Light

XRC-L Light

XRC-M Medium

XRC-H HeavyXRC-H Heavy

XERCUFFS®

range of motion integrated-movement 
drills and exercises.
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MINI BANDS
These 9" long, 100% natural latex 
bands provide added extensibility for 
more dynamic integrated resistance 
exercise moves.   

FLAT BAND LOOP x 2
This band fits comfortably around the 
upper or lower legs for resistive hip 
and knee movements though all planes 
of motion.  

ITEM# COLOR RESISTANCE

07-70578 Light

07-70579 Medium

ITEM# COLOR RESISTANCE

07-70294 Light

07-70295 Medium

07-70297 Heavy

07-70298 Super Heavy

ITEM# COLOR RESISTANCE

07-70294 Light

07-70295 Medium
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MINI BAND

FLAT BAND LOOP x 3
This flat band is sold as a 5 - foot
long band, giving you a variety of 
resistance training options to any
of your workouts.

ITEM# COLOR RESISTANCE

07-70574 Light

07-70575 Medium

07-70576 Heavy



SPRI® SUPERBAND
Thick, extra-strong Superbands are ideal 
for heavy-duty use. They work the lower 
leg muscles, provide resistance for walks, 

rehabilitate sprained ankles. These 40" 
bands are 3/16" thick and are available in 5 

ITEM# COLOR WIDTH

05-60566 1/2"

SSB-15 3/4"

05-60567 1"

05-60568 13/4"

05-60569 21/2"
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DEAD WEIGHT 
SLAM BALL

• For health.  
Select a hand-held product that is easy to 

the hand, and is comfortable to the touch.

• For   

 
gently swung.

• For performance.  

engineered to be dynamically swung, 
thrown, or slammed.

WEIGHTED 
RESISTANCE
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SOFT SHELL MED BALL
Oversized, soft-shell toss-and-catch 

and has a heavy-duty, 18-oz. vinyl covering 
that's easy to grip. It maintains its shape 
and weight distribution under the toughest 
training conditions and has color-coded 

ITEM# COLOR WEIGHT

07-71226 6lb

07-71227 8lb

07-71228 10lb

07-71229 12lb

07-71230 14lb

07-71231 16lb

XERBALL® MEDICINE BALL
The Xerball is a unique and versatile, total-body training tool that helps develop muscular 
strength, endurance, power, stability, and joint integrity. The color-coded Xerball will 
bounce and maintain its shape, and it is extremely durable. Designed with comfort and 
function in mind. 

ITEM# COLOR WEIGHT

05-58674 2lb

05-58668 4lb

05-58473 6lb

05-58474 8lb

05-58471 10lb

05-58472 12lb

05-58667 15lb

05-58672 18lb

05-59215 20lb

05-59216 25lb

05-59217 30lb

SOFT SHELL  
MED BALL
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SPRI® SLAM BALL

uniquely durable, evenly weighted, one-piece roto-molded medicine ball that you can bounce and 

ITEM# COLOR WEIGHT

07-70616 6lb

07-70617 8lb

07-70618 10lb

07-70619 12lb

DEAD WEIGHT SLAM BALL

rubber shell provides maximum durability. Pliable, tacky surface is easy to grasp and throw. 

ITEM# COLOR WEIGHT

05-60571 10lb

07-70754 12lb

07-70755 15lb

05-60572 20lb

05-60573 30lb

05-60574 40lb

face is easy to grasp and thrasp and thr row. 
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DUAL GRIP 
XERBALL®

ITEM# WEIGHT

07-71553 6lb

07-71554 8lb

07-71555 10lb

07-71556 12lb

07-71557 14lb

07-71558 16lb

07-71560 20lb

DUAL GRIP XERBALL®

A dual-handle, easy-grip medicine ball 
provides plenty of med ball training  
options. It‘s the perfect choice for 
performing rotational abdominal exercises, 
upper-extremity cross-body patterns, 
lower-body dynamic and locomotor drills, 
and explosive two-handle sport movement 
activities. One color. 

ITEM# COLOR WEIGHT

05-58678 2lb

05-58677 4lb

05-58676 6lb

SOFT MINI XERBALL®

Soft, weighted, color-coded mini medicine 
ball provides a unique strength-conditioning 

comfortably in the palm of your hand, 
making it the perfect weighted solution for 
rehabilitation work, joint integrity, and yoga 
and Pilates. 
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SPRI® URETHANE DUMBBELL SET
Gel-Grip™ Urethane Dumbbells are ergonomically designed and contoured 
to support the hand’s natural curve for a comfortable and solid grip. These 
premium urethane weights have been expanded to 50mm, which centers the 
handle and prevents slippage while in use. Available only as a complete set of 
10 pair ranging from 5 to 50 pound pairs (in 5lb increments).  
ITEM# 07-70063  

ViPR®

ViPR bridges the gap between movement and strength training by introducing 
the body to task-oriented movement patterns with resistance. Loaded 
Movement Training patterns increase functional mobility and agility, and 
improve multidirectional stability, strength, and power. ViPR training also 
enhances balance, timing, and coordination, while increasing calorie burn 
during and after workouts.

ITEM# WEIGHT
07-71030 4kg/8.8lb

07-71031 6kg/13.2lb

07-71032 8kg/17.6lb

07-71033 10kg/22lb

07-71034 12kg/26.4lb

07-71035 16kg/35.2lb

07-71036 20kg/44lb

07-71037 26kg/57.3lb

3-TIER DELUXE DUMBBELL RACK
This 3-tiered saddle-style dumbbell rack is designed to hold a variety 

safer and easier. Heavy-duty 12- and 14-gauge steel construction. 68"W x 
25"D x 44"H. Assembly required.  
ITEM# 07-70428  

PROFESSIONAL 
PRODUCTS
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SPRI® WEIGHTED BAR

ITEM# WEIGHT LENGTH

07-70681 6lb 4ft

07-70682 9lb 4ft

07-70683 12lb 4ft

07-70684 15lb 4ft

07-70685 18lb 4ft

07-70686 24lb 4ft

07-70687 30lb 5ft

07-70688 36lb 6ft

SPRI® WEIGHTED BAR

These 4- to 6-foot-long weighted bars with 
foam-cushioned padding give a new twist 
to your workout routines. Perfect for strength 

with various workout programs.

Molded color-coded end caps provide 
easy-to-identify bar weight and are 

and secure on ends of bar.
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PERFORMANCE BAG

PERFORMANCE BAGS
Variable-grip horizontal, vertical, and end handles on this reinforced-nylon 
bag accommodate all types of movement and body types while performing 
chops, tosses, carries, and drags. Easily customize the bag‘s weight by 

with the oversized zipper and sturdy snaps. Sand not included.

100lb Performance Bag
Comes with 1 large bag that 
holds 40lb of sand and 6 smaller 
bags that hold 10lb of sand.

50lb Performance Bag
Comes with 1 large bag that 
holds 20lb of sand and 3 smaller 
bags that hold 10lb of sand.

100lb Performance Bag
Comes with 1 large bag that 
holds 40lb of sand and 6 smaller 
bags that hold 10lb of sand.

50lb Performance Bag
Comes with 1 large bag that 
holds 20lb of sand and 3 smaller 
bags that hold 10lb of sand.

SOFT HAND WEIGHTS

conform to the hands, providing the perfect grip for 
upper-body resistance exercises and walking activities. 
Comfortably secure, stretch-elastic hand strap eliminates 
over-gripping and hand fatigue. Approx. 6" long.

ITEM# CAPACITY FILLER BAGS

05-61015 50lb 1 - 20lb, 3 -10lb

05-61014 100lb 1 - 40lb, 6 -10lb

ITEM# WEIGHT

05-58697 2lb

05-58700 3lb

05-58701 5lb

14 PROFESSIONAL 
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5LB SET (PAIR OF 2.5LB WEIGHTS)
ITEM# 07-71396  

THUMBLOCK WRIST WEIGHT SET
These thumblock wrist weights, with a no-slide design, 

with an easy-grip pull tab, allows for quick and safe 
removal. Adding this extra weight to your walks and 
workouts increases calorie burn for faster results. 

3LB. PERFECT FIT ARM 
WEIGHTS

 
are comfortable, conform to the body 
and can even be hidden under clothes.
Includes removable weight segments 
so you can easily adjust resistance from 
1-1.5lbs per arm. Adjustable closure 

 

ITEM# 07-71397  

2LB SET (PAIR OF 1LB WEIGHTS)
ITEM# 07-71593  

10LB SET (PAIR OF 5LB WEIGHTS)
ITEM# 07-71395  

4LB SET (PAIR OF 2LB WEIGHTS)
ITEM# 07-71398  

ADJUSTABLE ANKLE WEIGHT SET
These two heavy-duty nylon blend adjustable weights (2.5 or 5 lbs 
each) can be tailored to your daily needs, weighing up to 5 or 10 lbs 
as a set. Build strength and see more muscle tone in your legs and 

design conforms to the body while the secure closures keep weights 
in place while in use. Ideal for increasing calorie burn during lower 

strength and tone the muscles in your legs, glutes, and thighs. 

PERFECT FIT 
ARM WEIGHTS
PERFECT FIT 
ARM WEIGHTS
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ATHLETIC 
PERFORMANCE

• Stimulate

• Condition joints, ligaments, tendons, and 

• Decrease the potential for injury.

• Improve overall sports performance.

• Reduce exercise boredom!

PREMIUM COVERED 
TRAINING ROPE
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THE LEBERT  
EQUALIZER™ BARS 
A simple, portable, yet multipurpose and 
versatile piece of training equipment perfect 
for performing dips, pull ups, pushups, 
L-sits, and stretches. Weighs 8 lbs. and 
supports up to 400 lbs. Easy to stack and 
store. 281/2"H x 25"W. Includes instructional 
DVD and exercise poster. Sold in pairs.
ITEM# 07-71049   

HIGH/LOW  
PERFORMANCE SLED

bottom rails that slide smoothly across 
most surfaces. Variable hand-grip positions 
allow you to push at heights ranging from 
20" to 44". Widely spaced sled harness 
attachment points provide a smooth, 
even load while pulling. 14" center post 
accommodates up to 315lbs of Olympic 
plates (not included).  
55" x 26" x 15". 
ITEM# 07-71041  

COMPACT  
PERFORMANCE SLED
This heavy-gauge steel, solid welded 
construction, 45lb sled trains speed, 
quickness, and explosiveness. Dual-point 
harness attachment provides an even 
load while pulling. Flat bottom rails slide 
smoothly on most surfaces. 14" center 
post accommodates up to 315lbs in 
Olympic plates (not included).  
38" x 24" x 15". 
ITEM# 07-71040  

COMFORT-FIT HARNESS
This full-size padded 3" nylon towing 

designed to provide comfortable and even 
pressure across chest and shoulders while 
pulling the heaviest sled loads. Widely 
spaced dual-ring connectors eliminate 
binding and tangling of harness leash. 
Adjustable waist belt and slide-loop design 

 
ITEM# 07-71047   

COMPACT 
PERFORMANCE SLED 
& COMFORT-FIT 
HARNESS
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WRIST ROLLER 
This durable, heavy-duty rope with  

compatible with all weight plates. Provides a 
complete wrist, hand, and forearm workout. 
ITEM# 05-58689   

 
 

SPRI® TRICEPS ROPE
Attach to any cable pulley machine to 
perform resistive core abdominal exercises. 
ITEM# 05-58680  

ROLL OUT LADDER 
The SPRI® Roll Out Ladder resists 
bunching-up and stays in place on all 
types of indoor surfaces, and select 
outdoor surfaces. Made of heavy-duty, 
durable, non-skid recycled rubber, this 

rolls up for easy storage and portability. 
Generous 16" x 121/2" ladder area makes 
it perfect for all ages and ability levels. 

 15' x 16" x 1/8"; 11 lbs.
ITEM# 07-70259  

 

 

PERFORMANCE HAND GRIPS

strength with simple, do-anywhere 
squeezing exercises. The Hand Grips 
enhance grip strength and reset tight 

- light, medium and heavy. 

ITEM# COLOR RESISTANCE

07-71116 Light  

07-71117 Medium

07-71118 Heavy

m 
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PLYOBOXES
Steel-construction plyoboxes 
with durable non-skid rubber 
surfaces. Wide base and 
angled construction prevents 
tipping. Boxes are stackable 
for convenient storage. 

ITEM# HEIGHT

PLYO-6 6"

PLYO-12 12"

PLYO-18 18"

PLYO-24 24"

PLYO-30 30"

PLYO-36 36"



THE NATURAL
Sometimes less is more! SPRI’s minimalist Training Rope provides 
the same durable and pliable covered rope construction and 
responsiveness as the Premium Covered Training Rope, while 
breaking new ground in the world of rope training by providing 
a more direct-connect feel of the hands on the rope. The nylon 
webbing protects the hands from rope abrasion while allowing you 
to feel the full action of the rope and stay in better control of your 
arm movement, hand/forearm alignment, and wrist action.

ITEM# SIZE WEIGHT

07-71253 1.5" x 50' 29lb

07-71256 2" x 50' 47lb

ROPE HANDLES

The Natural
Nylon webbing-cover for those who want to feel more connected 
with the rope and the application of each movement.  

Poly Boot

comfortable, traditional, secure grip for all rope exercises.

PREMIUM COVERED TRAINING ROPE
This premium polydac training rope has ravel-proof rubber poly 
boot ends providing a traditional secure grip. Tubular nylon 
webbing cover protects and extends the life of the rope, while 
allowing it to move freely. 

ITEM# SIZE WEIGHT

07-71274 1.5" x 30' 17lb

07-71275 1.5" x 40' 23lb

PREMIUM COVERED 
TRAINING ROPE
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6" CONE
Tough, durable plastic cones are perfect for speed, 
quickness, jumping, and agility drills. One-piece 
construction with wide, stable square base. Will not 

 

ITEM# CONE-6  

SPRI® SLIDERS

 
and portable. 9 1/2"L x 5 1/2"W. Sold in pairs.

ITEM# 07-71248 - for use on Carpet
  

ITEM# 07-71249 - for use on Wood Floors
  

PARALLETTES
The perfect training tool for leverage-based 
bodyweight workouts. These strong and sturdy bars 
securely support and balance bodyweight without 
moving or tipping while performing handstands, 
shoot troughs, L-sits, and more. High-quality steel 
construction. 221/2"L x 14"W x 13"H.  
Sold in pairs.
ITEM# 05-60588  

PARALLETTES 20
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SPEED ROPE

9-foot length and light, extended-length 
plastic handles for easy gripping. Easy-
adjust end-clips allow rope to be shortened 
to desired length.
ITEM# 05-58493  

WEIGHTED SEGMENTED  
JUMP ROPE
This 9-foot weighted rope features 
cushioned, non-slip handles with 
removable weights and an easy-swivel 
design for unrestricted rope movement. 
Total weight is 1.5 lbs.
ITEM# 05-58687   PREMIUM ADJUSTABLE  

COATED SPEED ROPE
Lightweight high-performance steel-coated rope 
maintains its shape and provides maximal rope 
speed for performing double-under and triple-under 
jumps. Ergonomic handles prevent slippage and 
add comfort. Patent-pending linear adjustment 
system allows you to easily adjust rope up to 10 

ITEM# 05-60580  

WEIGHTED SEGMENTED 

HEAVY ROPE®

Great for cardio-respiratory, endurance, 
and strengthening. Ropes measure 8 feet 
long and come in a variety of weights. 

ITEM# WEIGHT

HR-1 1lb

HR-2 2lb

HR-4 4lb

HR-5 5lb

HR-6 6lb

SEGMENTED JUMP ROPE & 
QUICK-ADJUST SPEED ROPE
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BALANCE 
& STABILITY

• Cardio.  
Elevate the heart rate and burn calories by 
holding, rolling, tossing, catching, and/or 
bouncing it with your enitre body in motion.

• Strength.  
Move on it in a dynamic manner with 
bodyweight, light free weight, pulley weight, or 
rubber resistance workout tools.

• Flexibility.  
Move on it in a static or assistive manner to 

22 PROFESSIONAL 
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ITEM# COLOR DIAMETER

SXBE45G 45cm

SXBE55SL 55cm

07-70441 55cm

SXBE65R 65cm

07-70442 65cm

SXBE75S 75cm

ITEM# COLOR DIAMETER

SXBPP45G 45cm

SXBPP55SL 55cm

07-70437 55cm

SXBPP65R 65cm

07-70438 65cm

SXBPP75S 75cm

SPRI® ULTRABALL®

The UltraBall‘s superior performance and maximum durability help 
make it the safest and most reliable stability ball on the market 
today. It‘s made of a heavier, thicker-gauge material than other balls, 
so it‘s more resistant to stretching or deforming and ideal for use in 

ITEM# DIAMETER

07-70624 55cm

07-70625 65cm

ELITE  
XERCISE BALL™

Perfect for rigorous use 
and tough enough to 
withstand diverse training 
applications in any club 

up to 500 lbs. 

POWER AIR PUMP 
Durable, dual-action pump.  

ITEM# RPAP
 

BALL HOLDER 
Multifunctional tool for the gym. Use the base for organization but also 
to help provide added stability while performing exercises for both 
beginner and advanced users. Assembly required.  
ITEM# XB-BASE  

PROFESSIONAL 
PLUS XERCISE 
BALL™

Safe, heavy-duty, slow-

and comfortable. Designed 
for heavy use in all club 

up to 400 lbs.

23
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BALANCE PODS

BALANCE PODS
Improve dynamic balance, body awareness, and coordination.  

 
Balance Pods available only as a set of 6 pods in assorted colors.  
Pod size is 61/4" x 31/2".
ITEM# BP-SET    

SPRI BALANCE PAD
Improve coordination, ankle stability, and strength no matter 

 
The soft foam creates instability; great for strengthening  
the hips, quads, and ankles with moves like squats, lunges, 
and push-ups, and it’s easy on your joints. Perfect for 
conditioning, rehabilitation, and injury prevention.  
Pad size is 16" x 13" x 2.5". 
ITEM# 07-71098     
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PLASTIC WOBBLE BOARD

XERDISC™

PLASTIC WOBBLE BOARD
Improve balance and coordination, 
strengthen lower legs, and stabilize ankles. 
The 14" surface has a 41/2"-wide beveled 
base that stands 2" high.  
ITEM# 05-58460     

XERDISC™ 

disc is ideal for both balance and strength 
workouts. The thick-wall construction and 
increased rigidity provide more stability 
for the novice while allowing the more 
experienced user to perform the most 

 
to control the level of challenge desired.  
Use two discs for double-arm or  
double-leg activities.
ITEM# 07-70582    
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Step360 Pro includes a Training Wall Chart, hand pump, and Workout DVD, featuring three 20-minute 360 Workouts, along with a 
10-minute Bonus Routine.

THE STEP360   PROTM

ITEM# 05-58218
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HIGH-DENSITY FOAM ROLLER

FLEXIBILITY 
& MOBILITY

• MASSAGE knotted muscles.

• RELIEVE muscle tightness and spasms.

• IMPROVE circulation and mobility.

• EASE low-back discomfort.

• RETURN to physical activity following 
physical therapy, surgery, or injury.

STEP360   RACK

This Sturdy, lightweight rack easily stores up to 14 Step360 Pro trainers. 
Has locking, non-marking casters. 60”L x 30”W x 74”H, fits easily 
through all standard doorways. 

Some assembly required. Step360s not included.

ITEM# 07-71024

R



FLEXIBILITY &
 M

OBILITY
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ITEM# LENGTH DIAM.

07-70531 12" 6"

07-71091 18" 6"

07-70530 36" 6"

HIGH-DENSITY FOAM ROLLERS
Build strength, improve balance, lengthen muscles, and release tension with this roller 

types. From gentle stretching and alignment to challenging balance and core strength 

options. The 12" size is perfect for single leg and single arm body rolling work and ideal for 
travel. Includes a free downloadable exercise guide.

HALF FOAM ROLLER

FULL FOAM ROLLERS

EVA FOAM ROLLERS

rollers constructed of heat-sealed EVA foam, built to withstand 
the demands placed on them during exercise. The non-porous 
rollers will return to their original shape after use and prevent 
moisture and bacteria from penetrating the surface. 

ITEM# LENGTH DIAMETER

EVA-HR36 36" 6"

ITEM# LENGTH DIAMETER

EVA-FR12 12" 6"

EVA-FR36 36" 6"

FLEXIBILITY &
 M

OBILITY
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SPRI® TIGER TAIL™

SPRI® TIGER TAIL™

Turn sore muscles into happy muscles.  
The SPRI Tiger Tail Rolling Muscle Massager 
is a hand-held foam roller that helps with 
muscle compression, muscle recovery, 
trigger point self-help, and relieving sore 

that is closed-cell, non-absorbent, and very 
easy to clean. It won’t pinch or pull out hair 
and it will not bend or break. 

A. TIGER TAIL – 22"
Great for full-body massage and can be 
used with clients for back massages. 
ITEM# 07-70238

   

B. TIGER TAIL – 18"
Perfect size to self-massage legs, arms,  
feet, lower back, and neck. 
ITEM# 07-70584

   

C. TIGER TAIL ROADSTER – 11"
Ideal for smaller area muscle tightness and 
knotting. Handle ends may be used for 
focused trigger-point muscle compression. 
ITEM# 07-71039

   

D. TIGER TAIL TO-GO

nylon handles and a 7" rolling surface. 
ITEM# 07-70585

   

C. 

D. 

A. 

B. 

MUSCLE RELIEF  
MASSAGE BALL 

muscles, increases circulation, and relieves 
soreness. Easily targets areas of tense 
and knotted muscles. Provides the perfect 

deep-muscle massage. Ball measures  
2.5" in diameter.
ITEM# 07-71088   
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XERSTRETCH® STRAP
This simple tool is perfect for assisted 
stretching of all major upper- and lower-
body muscles. The 1"-wide nylon strap 
includes one loop at each end for 
comfortable hand positioning and one loop 
in the middle for secure foot placement. 
33" long.  
ITEM# 07-70587   

HOT/COLD THERAPY BALLS
Therapy Balls deliver gentle, controlled 
tension release to hard-working muscles in 
the back, shoulders, glutes, and feet. Two 
therapy balls — one smooth, one textured 

enables them to safely retain both heat 
and cold. You control the temperature, 
motion, and level of pressure for a fully 
customizable muscle massage. Set of two; 
approx. 4" diameter.
ITEM #07-70573     

SPONGE BALL

SPONGE BALL

energy and excitement to any mat-based 
exercise routine. Perfect for enhancing core 
muscle activation, body-rolling techniques, 
and postural re-setting activities. Approx.  
9" diameter. 
ITEM# SPONGE BALL     

FLEXIBILITY &
 M

OBILITY
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A.

B.

C.

XERBALL® RACKS
Store and display Xerballs on these durable, lightweight, 
high-grade steel racks. All racks are fully welded and ship 
assembled. Products shown not included.

A. 5-BALL RACK
The 5-Ball Rack is a solid steel rack, with a durable black 

areas where room is limited. 48"H x 12"W x 12"D.
ITEM# MED-RACK5   

B. 6-BALL RACK
The 6-Ball Rack is a solid steel rack, with a durable black 

sizes. 67"H x 24"W x 18"D.
ITEM# MED-RACK6  

C. 12-BALL RACK
The 12-Ball Rack is a solid steel rack, with a durable black 

styles and sizes of Xerballs. 78"H x 19"W x 10"D. 
ITEM# PB-RACK12   

FOAM ROLLER 
STORAGE STATION

standard foam rollers of most sizes and shapes. Place 
stations end-to-end or side-by-side to meet your storage 
needs. Sturdy, high-quality laminated wood with breathable 
side and bottom panels. 21"L x 7"W x 12"H.  
Ships fully assembled.  
Foam Rollers not included. 

ITEM# 07-71027 



• Type of  surface:  
Is it hardwood, carpet, rubber, turf, grass? 
Choose a higher-weight mat for an uneven 
surface. Slick, shiny surfaces require a mat 
with a tacky underside.

• Intended usage:  
Full-body exercises require a full-sized mat, 
though smaller mat sizes are also available for 
specialized uses. 

• Ease of cleaning:  
Mats being used by multiple exercisers in 
large-group settings should be easy to clean 
and disinfect with a damp cloth.

SPRI® PRO MAT
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SPRI® EXERCISE MAT

SPRI® EXERCISE MATS
Durable 5/8"-thick poly-foam exercise 

program. Lightweight, easy to roll up, 
with convenient-carry handle. 

ITEM# COLOR SIZE

MAT-R 48" x 20" x 1/2" 

MAT-BL 48" x 20" x 1/2"

MAT-B 48" x 20" x 1/2"

SPRI® FOLDING  
EXERCISE MATS
The utmost in comfort and cleanliness,  
with a triple-layer construction of high-density 
foam for long-lasting durability and a softer 
center layer for comfort. Mat wipes clean easily 
with a damp cloth, is lightweight, and folds up 
for easy storage. Available in both Bi-Fold and 
Tri-Fold versions. 

ITEM# COLOR SIZE

05-58642 60" x 24" x 2"

05-58641 72" x 24" x 2"

BI-FOLD

TRI-FOLD

ITEM# COLOR SIZE

MAT-TF60 60" x 24" x 2"

MAT-TF72 72" x 24" x 2"
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HANGING MATS
Dense, high-quality closed-cell foam mats are light yet 
resilient, perfect for low-impact exercise, core training, 
and stretching. They maintain their shape and stay 

after use. Reinforced plastic grommets won‘t harm 

stepped on. Available in a variety of widths and lengths 
to accommodate partial- or full-body activities, and for 
all body types.

SPRI® PRO MATS
SPRI Pro Mats provide an economical solution 
for long-lasting, quality exercise mats. They’re 
5/8" thick and available in both a 55"- and 

exercise. The foam’s closed-cell structure 

great cushion. The textured surface provides 
a non-slip surface, and yet is easy to clean. 

ITEM# COLOR SIZE

MAT-140B 55" x 24" x 5/8" 

MAT-140BLK 55" x 24"x  5/8"

MAT-180B 71" x 24" x  5/8"

MAT-180BLK 71" x 24" x  5/8"

ITEM# SIZE

07-70536 56" x 23" x 3/8"  

07-70537 56" x 23"x 5/8"

07-70611 71" x 23" x 3/8"

07-70612 71" x 23" x 5/8"

HANGING MAT

WALL-MOUNTED  
MAT RACK
This sturdy, space saving, non-adjustable  

for the SPRI Hanging Mats. Holds up to 
10 mats. Hardware not included.
ITEM# 07-71018 

 

all body types.

SPRI® TRIPLE LAYER MAT
The SPRI Triple Layer Mat is a 5/8"-thick, 
closed-celled foam mat with a sealed surface 

stretching. The smaller size is perfect for areas 
where room is limited. The Triple Layer Mat is 
lightweight, durable, and easy to clean.  

 
24" x 48" x 5/8".
ITEM# MAT-TL-G  
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AIREX® CORONELLA MATS AND  
AIREX® CORONELLA 200 MATS
Versatile, personal-sized mats can be used for exercise, Pilates work, yoga poses, aerobics, 
stretching, hydrotherapy, and water rehabilitation. These non-slip, well-cushioned mats stay 

mats are 6 inches longer to accommodate taller exercisers and for workouts that require a 
larger surface area.

ITEM# COLOR SIZE

07-70631 79" x 23" x 0.6"

07-70629 79" x 23" x 0.6"

AIREX® CORONELLA 200 MATS

Airex® Coronella Mats Airex® Coronella 200 Mats

AIREX® CORONELLA MATS

ITEM# COLOR SIZE

AR-CLB 73" x 23" x 0.6"

AR-CLR 73" x 23" x 0.6"

AR-CLG 73" x 23" x 0.6"

AIREX® YOGA-PILATES 
MATS
The Airex Piloga (Pilates/yoga) mats 

the stress caused to the joints during 
Pilates and yoga workouts. These 

cushioning and preventing excessive 
motion in the weight-bearing joints. 
74" x 23" x 0.3".
ITEM# AR-PBL  

A NEW GENERATION OF PROFESSIONAL EXERCISE MATS

with an antibacterial agent that combats bacteria, they are also ribbed for increased grip and slip resistance. These mats are 
available in a wide range of sizes, thicknesses, and colors to accommodate all exercisers. 

AIREX® BALANCE BEAM
The Airex Balance Beam utilizes the soft closed-cell foam of the 
Balance Pad and extends it to create a new balance training 
product. The Balance Beam provides a base for walking toe-to-
toe and for improving lower- and upper-body stabilization and 
coordination. Approximate dimensions: 64" x 91/2" x 21/2".
ITEM# AR-BEAM     

AIREX® BALANCE PADS
Great for balance, mobility, standing stability, and motor-skill 
training, Balance Pads improve joint stability through moderate 
instability. Elite version features a non-slip texture. 

A. AIREX BALANCE PAD ELITE - BLUE - 16" x 20" x 21/2"
ITEM# AR-BPE     

B. AIREX BALANCE PAD - 16" x 20" x 21/2"
ITEM# AR-BB   

C. AIREX BALANCE PAD ELITE - LAVA  - 16" x 20" x 21/2"
ITEM# 07-70632     

A.

B.

C.
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YOGA
Who can  from a YOGA practice?
• Those who need a little extra support  

from assistive exercise tools.

• Anyone desiring to improve  
stamina, enhance balance and centeredness,  
improve posture, lengthen muscles, or condition  
the midsection.

• Those who would like to enhance  
relaxation techniques.

• Everyone… from beginners to devout yogis  
and dedicated Pilates practitioners.

NAVY & PINK 
YOGA MAT



YOGA

Gaiam salutes those who make the 
practice of yoga a part of their daily lives, 
whether it’s personal, professional,  
or both. 

Understanding that everyone has their 
own “perfect” mat, this collection of mats 

formulations, thicknesses, and densities.  
There truly is a Gaiam mat for everyone.

Yoga is a lifetime pursuit — and at Gaiam, 
they believe their mats should go the 
distance. That's why all Gaiam mats are 
backed by Gaiam’s Lifetime Mat 
Guarantee. If your Gaiam yoga mat wears 
out, for any reason, Gaiam will replace it 
at no charge. 

Gaiam's yoga mats are durable and chic, 
providing a stable, non-slip surface for 
your practice. Perfect for home or studio 
use, these mats ensure the safety and 
comfort you need to enhance proper 
alignment and maintain poses. Ideal for 
everyone, from beginners to seasoned 
professionals. All mats are 24" x 68".

4MM CLASSIC 2-COLOR YOGA MATS
Gaiam’s 4mm yoga mats provide a stable, non-slip surface for your yoga practice. Perfect for home or studio use,  

this mat ensures the safety and comfort you need to enhance proper alignment and maintain poses. 

OPEN SEA
ITEM# 05-62199 

NAVY & PINK
ITEM# 05-61688 

GRANITE STORM
ITEM# 05-61956 

  

TURQUOISE SEA
ITEM# 05-61335 

 

EARTH & SKY
ITEM# 05-59184 

 

GRAPE CLUSTER
ITEM# 05-62518 

 

GUAVA NAVY
ITEM# 05-62609 
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6MM PREMIUM 2-COLOR YOGA MATS
Our extra-thick Premium Yoga Mats provide the ultimate in comfort and stability.  

With maximum cushioning, support and traction, you can feel grounded in any pose.

TURQUOISE SEA
ITEM# 05-62157 

  

HONEYDEW
ITEM# 05-59141 

  

GRANITE STORM
ITEM# 05-61329 

  

VIBRANT VIRIDIAN
ITEM# 05-62539 

 

ICY FROST
ITEM# 05-61964 

    

EARTH & SKY
ITEM# 05-62156 
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6MM LONGER/WIDER  
PREMIUM YOGA MATS
These Premium Longer/Wider 2-Color Yoga Mats are 10" longer 

and 2" wider than standard mats and provide a solid base and extra 

Perfect for home or studio use, these reversible mats ensure the safety 

and comfort you need to enhance proper alignment and go deeper 

into postures. 26"W x 78"L

NAVY & BLUE  
LONGER/WIDER
ITEM# 05-62186 

  

PLUM JAM 
LONGER/WIDER
ITEM# 05-62185 

  

YOGA WEDGE
This foam wedge-shaped yoga block 

hands, feet or pelvis contact the ground, 
giving more support for your joints. 
Softening these angles increases comfort 
and stability, especially in sitting and 
squatting poses. 20"L x 6"W x 2"H. 
ITEM# 05-62025  

 

YOGA SAND BAG
Add a little weight to your pose or  
stretch with our Yoga Sand Bag.  
Made from heavy-duty polyester,  
this leak-proof bag will help you  
deepen and lengthen your reach.  
The zipper bag holds up to 10 pounds 
of sand, features an inner lining zipper 

Sand not included.  
15.5"L x 7.2"W x 1.5"H. 
ITEM# 05-62024    
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NATURAL CORK BLOCK
Constructed of sustainable, 100% natural 
cork. Natural Cork Block is ideal for safely 
unlocking more advanced poses and 

meditation. 4" x 6" x 9".

ITEM# 05-59233 
  

YOGA BLOCK  
& STRAP COMBO
Safely support and modify poses with our  
Yoga Block & Strap Combo. This kit includes  

 
support where you need it most while the 6 ft.  
long strap helps you extend and  
deepen stretches.

ITEM# 05-62333      

ITEM# COLOR SIZE

602-1206PURP6F 6' 

05-61378  6' 

602-1206NATU6F 6'

05-62003 8'

05-62002 8'

YOGA STRAP 
Allows you to increase your range of motion, achieve more challenging positions, and sustain poses for longer periods of time.

ITEM# COLOR SIZE

05-62019 6' 

05-62020  6' 

TRI-COLOR YOGA STRAP
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YOGA BLOCKS 
Gaiam’s foam yoga block extends, supports and deepens stretches. It gives you the stability needed to hold postures longer and with more control.  
4" x 6" x 9".

TEAL TRI-COLOR
ITEM# 05-62207 

  

LUSH TEAL
ITEM# 05-61349 

  

BLUE TEAL
ITEM# 05-59181 

 

STORM GREY
ITEM# 05-61350 

 

DEEP PURPLE
ITEM# 05-59269 

    

PURPLE
ITEM# 05-52214 

 

VIVID BLUE
ITEM# 05-61714 

 

FUCHSIA RED
ITEM# 05-61715 

  

CORK BRICK
ITEM# 05-52292 

 

APPLE GREEN
ITEM# 05-59186 

  

PURPLE TRI-COLOR
ITEM# 05-61783 

  

FLOWER OF LIFE
ITEM# 05-53235 
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Confidence and strength, focus and resilience —  

Gaiam’s Athletic Yoga Collection is hardwired 

to deliver a mind-body experience that elevates 

performance and provides a competitive  

advantage. We teamed with professional  

athletes and renowned yoga instructors  

to design and deliver a range of instructional 

tools and workout equipment that help athletes  

tap into their inner power and maximize their  

physical output. It makes any athlete —  

pro, amateur, weekend warrior — better.

LONGER,
WIDER,

GRIPPIER

ALL YOGA MATS INCLUDE LIFETIME GUARANTEE AND DOWNLOADABLE YOGA PRACTICE.

LONGER,
WIDER

DENSER

LONGER,
WIDER

STICKIER

ATHLETIC DYNAMAT
Optimized for athletic yoga, the dynaMat 
is longer and wider than traditional mats  
— providing the foundation, traction, and 
cushioning needed for balance and stability 
during extended poses. Made from durable 
PVC, this reversible dynaMat is free of the  
six most harmful phthalates.  
78" L x 26" W x 5mm.
ITEM# 05-61462     

ATHLETIC 2GRIPMAT
A larger, wider option, the 2gripMat delivers a 
secure grip even during the most strenuous yoga 
sessions. The matDT (Dry-Tech) topcoat absorbs 
moisture and provides a better grip the more you 
sweat, while the PVC backer keeps it light for 
easy transport. 
ITEM# 05-61493       

ATHLETIC DURAMAT
Longer and wider than traditional mats, 
the duraMat utilizes matDD (Dura-Dense) 

 
and long-wearing performance. Dual surfaces  
— sticky and textured — increase versatility. 
ITEM# 05-61566       
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ATHLETIC YOGA MAXTOWEL
Featuring TowelDT (dry-Tech) technology, the 
maxTowel absorbs twice as much as standard 
cotton, and dries in half the time. 84" L x 30" W, 
extra wide and extra long for ultimate coverage. 
Black/Gray.
ITEM# 05-61570    

ATHLETIC YOGA 
DURABLOCK
A denser, more supportive block, duraBlock 
provides the stability needed for optimal 
alignment, deeper poses, and increased strength. 

than standard blocks — ideal for larger athletic 
bodies and repeated use. 
ITEM# 05-61488

LONGER, 
WIDER

50% 
DENSER
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